
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
READER DISCRETION ADVISED 

 

WARNING!   
 

The MadlyLiving ChroniclesTM are 
rousing short stories written Holely 
for the purpose of Mature, Laugh-
Out-Loud, Stir-Up-A-Crowd, Adult 
Entertainment (EROTICTAINMENTTM), 
containing sexually-explicit, Holely 
implicit, grown-folks-only content, 
considered absolutely unsuitable for 
young readers 17 (and under) and 
may be resolutely offensive to some 
readers no matter your age, much 
rather, the stage of frankly, your sex 
life, if any at all.  So, yup, I'm talk'n 
about all-a-y'all! 
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The MadlyLiving ChroniclesTM 
 

An Artfully Witty And Delightfully Poetic Interpretation 
Of One Woman's Real-Life Inspired "Tried & Fairly True" Sexual Affirmations 

… Something About "A Hole" 
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Excerpt From The MadlyLiving ChroniclesTM 
 

Playful Rantings & Raves in General Defense of My "Hole's" Life - In Outrage! 
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Oh, Cum Now! 
(Situation No. 74) 

 
THE HOLE'S TRUTH 

The Madlyliving ChroniclesTM 
By Madly Jane Copyright 2019 

 
Let me repeat! 

I am in a kind of heat and, uh, ready to go! 
Oh, we have been talk'n shyt steady, you know 

at least a good year now 
and finally we meet, WOW! 

I am sooo overdue! 
Yes, yes, a girl needs relief, too! 

 
Too excited!  I mean, to be invited… 

Oh, sure, spend some time, conversation, a little wine 
[you ask and don't laugh] 

No, he's not exactly … fine, but, but some beautifully thick, curly hair 
average looking guy, you'd otherwise, easily pass on by 

defending my whys, at least, some pretty green eyes 
So, yeah, chewable, doable … I will say, just okay 

Not my standard … relief! 
But, you gotta realize, this guy 

so smart, so cultured, so very sweet 
A very different piece … of work! 

 
We agreed we would get … a way, one day! 

A real [phucking] retreat [no offense, but this ain't church] 
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Believe it! 
He took me, too, The Islands, A Hole Week! 

Now, that's what um talk'n about 
A Dyck with some plans 

I mean, the man went all out, as I told you, really sweet! 
 

For this trip [for This Dyck] 
I pulled every one of My Hole's Things off the shelf 

Fully packed, weaved, waxed and ready to take the phuck off 
Prettied, giddy, literally, just beside myself 

and, as I said, in some kind of a phucking's heat! 
 

Wait and don't hate 
I mean, if we must go 

he even sent a stretch limo to pick me up 
wasn't nothing cheap!  Like I said, just really, really sweet 

Oh yes, this was my kinda phucking guy 
Never gave a phuck up and trust me 

I ain't, well, that easy to please 
And what a phucking rush! 

Ain't often a girl gets a high-class … phuck! 
 

Oh, I just love to fly, a nice phucking high 
So, when finally we arrive 

no phucking surprise 
Awh, mannnn, oh yes, I did … slam him down 

on a Hylton's King Cobra designer bed … phucking plush 
prepared to give him some out-of-his-world 

and I do mean, A Queen Cobra Branded Phuck  
unbounded, well-rounded and crowned with some royal … head 

[you hear me!] 
Just thankful to be here in THIS … BED! 
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When, so abrupt, Wait! What? 
 

Oh no, this man, I kid you not 
Oh, I know his hand did not just … block 

his, uh, uh, cock! 
 Did, did he just stop … me 

stop he … from cum'n? 
Wait!  Really?   

Oh, my word, is he shun'n … My Head 
What?  Did he just refuse … 

Ooh, Phuck! 
Oh, now, I’m, I’m real confused 

Oh, oh, now I feel … used! 
 

Did I do something to deserve some shyt … like this! 
Did I seriously misjudge This Dyck? 

I dreamed, it seemed, I, I thought that he, that we wanted … it 
that the man planned it … like this 

The Limo, The Hylton, The fly'n, The Islands 
You know, a phuck with class 

I mean, cum on, he ain't even have to ask! 
Wow, I thought that I'd hit this one dead on 

uh, uh, head on 
Well, I'll be …. 

 
Oh, Phuck me, no, literally!   

I am feel'n phucking lead … on! 
As here I sit … with his dyck … in my mouth 

practically on my knees at the foot of the bed 
tactically naked, so all my shyt's dangle'n and hang'n out 

 
Oh, oh, I don't think 

No, no, I don't drink… 
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just any man's shyt! 
 Oh, I won't take this, uh, uh, kneel'n down! 

I mean, what's this about! 
 

How quick, the shyt turns … to task 
Like, just sick, I release his dyck from my mouth 

I look up, confused, I choose to ask  
Uh, uh, is something wrong? 

Am I cumm'n, uh, uh, I mean, like … on too strong? 
Because, I thought we were really get'n along 

Now, of course, I'm breathe'n a little heavy 
Between the trip and the hot flashes, yeah, I'm seeth'n and a little sweaty 

Think'n to myself, Oh, so, what, Dyck's not ready? 
 

Finally, a word 
Please, please, just stop! 

I, I just cannot! 
And, and, I know, I know, this seems absurd 

and, and I don't know what you've heard 
It's not you; it's just that … 

seem'n [well, actually] some disgust at … me 
When, he pushes me back … off his lap 

and jumps quickly off the bed 
Unbelievably, he says 

No, um, um, I'm just not ready 
And, and not that I don't want it, want you, I do 

I do care 
It's just that, well, we just got here, Dear! 

And what's with your hair? 
 

Let's, let's not jump too far in … head 
I mean, we don’t know who or what 
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has been in this bed 
we ain’t sprayed … for bugs 

we ain’t pulled back that rug 
no tell'n what's grow'n in that [big-azz jacuzzi] tub 

we done traveled for ten long hours 
ain’t shyt, shaved nor even showered 

and, and how you gon put your mouth … on me 
when you ain’t [since] nare brushed err teeth 

no mouthwash, soap or noth’n! 
Um, um, sorry, but, well, How you gon be phuck'n 

just, just like, like, be suck'n on me? 
That's just nasty! 

 
I'm, I'm sorry!  It's just me! 
No, actually, it's you … too! 

It's just that, well, the limo was late [wait'n on you] 
All that dang luggage we had to drag through 

the airport, and had to then claim 
and tell me why would your ID have a different name 

So, we were delayed, lost our [good] seats on the plane 
Oh, and why you had to keep touch'n, dannnng, I mean, everything 
the reading light, the air switch, the chair tray, the head rest wings 

and surely, you can see all the fingerprints on those smutty magazines 
how could you touch that infested throw 

even slept on that ghastly pillow 
You do realize that shyt ain't been cleaned? 

 
I mean, I'm, I'm just really, really [shaking his heads] disappointed 

this was supposed to be a special [phucking] date 
So, so, can we just slow down 
Can we just wait … a minute 

get cleaned up a bit 
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unpack, hang up our clothes n'shyt 
and you just ought 

to put away all that [shyt] you brought 
get in a quick nap, relax, we ain't ate  

and probably we should get some [phucking] things … straight? 
 

Wait!  What is happening? 
I'm just uh, uh, kneeling there in futile heat, in total disbelief 

wondering, What the phuck! 
Incredulous, I decide, Girl, get yo azz up! 

[you hear me] 
 

Oh, I am blown away, [no literally], like 
But, well, I have to say, Look, I ain't really try'na fight!  

But, oh, so fast, I blast back 
Uh, excuse me, so, did I hear you, right? 

With spit still dribble'n from my smeared red lips 
[Because, I don't usually give up no head 

and oh, Hell no, nothing, no sucking, like this!] 
I don't phucking believe This Dyck! 

This was supposed to be one Hell-of-a-phucking-trip! 
Uh, you kid'n me, right? 

 
Like, a most awkward … [situation] 

And quite the sight … me on my knees in all my indignation! 
Awh, shyt!   

[What kinda dyck!] 
Hold'n back, My True Bytch within! 

 
Though, before I go gett'n colored on him, and I mean, phucking pissed 

I pause, because, shyt! [I gotta keep in mind who I am here with] 
I mean, but what [Dyck] in the world? 
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So, uh, [little man] 
[and y'all know um a big girl] 
let me be sure I understand 

So, you're tell'n me 
a horny, hard and able-bodied man 
in this big phucking expensive hotel  
with my big phucking extensive azz 

Oh, well … 
[I mean, what is it?  Do I, like, smell?] 

Aww, Hell, so 
you ain't gon kiss … me 

you won't gon phuck … me 
you refuse to even touch … me 

 you don't even want a suck from … me? 
… until we clean and [evidently] sanitize this Hole … room 

You mean, the maid will be … 
You don't mean, like, you and me?   

Really!   
Oh, cum, now! 

 
Okay, okay, wait, now, let's just calm a phuck on down! 

Well, [I can see rather, uh, uh, dyckfully]  
you're … okay, seriously … upset! 

Oh wow! 
[deep breath] 

 
Well, okaaaay, I guess won't be no phucking today 

and after we came all this phucking way 
 

But, heyyyy, as I wipe the red spittle from my face with the plush white towel 
As I sneeze [just flying strands from my weave] without covering my mouth 

As I quickly flip off my shoes, there I stand in my bare feet 
As I turn on the faucet, I get a drink of water straight from the [bathroom] sink 
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As I open up the mini bar to mix me a cocktail in the monogramed glass 
As I sit [right on] the gilded porcelain toilet seat [of course], I pass gas 

As I grab [with my right hand] the toilet paper to wipe the shyt from my azz 
As I get up from the toilet [didn't I almost fall] 

But, I mean, I barely even touch that daggon Italian marbled [bathroom] wall 
[you hear me, red fingerprints and all] 

[now, don't forget, horny, hungry, tired, gotta eat, need some sleep] 
No, but shyt, I phucking deserve all this! 

As I pick up the phone, I call … for room service 
Admittedly, feel'n awkward, disenchanted, even a phucking nervous 

Not to mention, Holey pissed! 
 

I mean, just think about it! 
Here we are, two consenting adults in full phucking bloom 

just stand'n, uh, uh, here, in the middle of this gorgeously expensive  
[and, apparently rather filthy] 5-star, designer play room 
Inconceivably, he appears to be more than a little upset 

I mean, unbelievably, I'm not even sure what I should phucking do next? 
 

So, since I am actually very tired from the flight, Heck!   
Though, in a somewhat uh, uh, [you know, that smelly sex] sweat 

naturally, I lie down on the bed  
right … on top of that plush, Downe-stuffed silk duvet spread 

And I mean, with my Hole's body, oh, I roll all around 
Oooom, OhMaGawd, you should feel this, it is soooo soft! 

As I reach across for the remote and so what, I cough 
 [You hear me!] 

He … Went … Off! 

 
Oh, Cum Now! 
Situation No. 74 
THE HOLE'S TRUTH 
The MadlyLiving ChroniclesTM 
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MATURE LOL ADULT EROTICTAINMENTTM 
 

RULES OF ENGAGEMENT:  To appreciate ErotictainmentTM, it is required indeed that you seize the right 
Hole's time; open up The Hole of your right mind; grab a cold brew or maybe sip a little light wine; you 
must be sitting down NOW - trust me, find a spot, and no, not in front of the children - it's forbidden; 
though, dare to read it alone first, then, do share - tantalize your adult crowd's hidden erotic thirsts, and, 
and no, shhh not too loud now; oh, and may as well go on and grab a towel, and yes, best to shut the 
door; but, most importantly, as My MadlyLiving Cohort, continue to show your love, lust and, of course, 
your support - always, always keep cum'n ... and back for more! 

EROTICTAINMENTTM:  1) Erotica - Sexually explicit, artistically scripted material intended to, not only 
introduce - This Hole Thang, but also, seduce and arouse some sexual desire, espouse a bit of mental hire 
in advocate of The Hole's Truth - infused with exotic, methodic and some laugh out loud 2) Entertainment 
- The art of keeping people entertained through evocative, provocative, intoxicative amusement:  
MadlyLiving's ErotictainmentTM 

DISCLAIMER:  The MadlyLiving ChroniclesTM are mostly true and overtly due works of narcissistic  
expression, based on a series (situations, really) of non-fiction, artistically painted with some conviction, 
logistically tainted with a Hole's lot of suspicion, some just wrong and even offensive diction and, of 
course, the wildly witty, delightfully giddy and insightfully creative imagination of its author - Madly Jane, 
uniquely positioned, uh, uh, fraught with contradiction and, therefore, necessitate just a few minor 
conditions:  Due to the private, lie a bit, "Holely" uninhibited nature of The MadlyLiving ChroniclesTM, all 
names, all claims (particularly to fame), all faces, all places and all known traces of "The Hole's Truth" ... 
remain and shall forever be sustained, as "anonymous!"  So, no phucking promises! 
 
READER DISCRETION ADVISED:  WARNING!  The MadlyLiving ChroniclesTM are rousing short stories written 
solely for the purpose of Mature, Laugh-Out-Loud, Stir-Up-A-Crowd, Adult Entertainment 
(EROTICTAINMENTTM), containing sexually-explicit, Holely implicit, grown-folks-only content and 
considered absolutely unsuitable for young readers 17 (and under) and may be resolutely offensive to 
some readers no matter your age, much rather, the stage of frankly, your sex life, if any at all.  So, yup, 
I'm talk'n about all-a-y'all!   
 
UNAUTHORIZED DUPLICATION:  The MadlyLiving ChroniclesTM are the sole property, copyright and 
trademark(s) of its Author - Madly Jane (aka MadlyLiving).  With the exception of briefly quoted review, 
its content may not be replicated, redistributed, transmitted and/or otherwise given, in whole or in part, 
without the express written consent of its author - Unauthorized Duplication Is Prohibited By Law.   
 
Notably, absurd acts of misguided indignation are prohibited by merely The Awe of MadlyLiving! 
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